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Meeting on  the zoom channel is https://zoom.us/my/hyperledger.community

Antitrust Policy and introductions -  VB duration-depends on participation

The main event:

The main event: The GLEIF talks about their work on enterprise Identity Wallet project, and the possibilities to integrate that into any project that 
needs Identity in the Enterprise. The chain of trust rooted in GLEIF and extending to the roles in the enterprise.  This will be given by Karla 
McKenna and possibly Christoph Schneider.Enterprise Identity through LEI is now a requirement for many regulators. They are also doing great 
work in TOIP. We will talk about their solution migrating to later versions of Aries etc.

Other Suggestions:
TOIP working groups
Recap of Identity in Consensus
Recap of IIW and main points discussed there
Presidio: WEF principles
EBSI and eIDAS, and integration into the open platform. More on this topic.
Call For Comment https://csrc.nist.gov/publications/detail/sp/800-63/4/draft

Future talks (we are working with some of these folks on nailing down dates)
EBSI and eIDAS, and integration into the open platform. More on this topic.
Discussions on Identity as seen by the state vs across regions and internationally and how that helps stitch together the blockchain 
infrastructures, in terms of trust, KYC etc..
Further on TOIP
NIST 800-63: https://pages.nist.gov/800-63-3/sp800-63-3.html
ID2020: What happened and why is it important 
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Video

Minutes

Christoph Schneider & Karla McKenna from GLEIF presented their project which went all the way from LEI registrars to an organization wallet that holds 
individual roles. In turn, to be presented in a limited way in GLEIF's public data.

Some of the questions

the balance between privacy of the individuals in the corporations to the publishing of their  names in a public data source like the GLEIF
the distance between the organizational wallets and the personal wallets to assert a claim on either salary or a position.
the use of these org wallets as generic identification documents

Most of these were related to the scope and function of the org wallets vs VCs held by personal wallets.

Next steps: What is the roadmap for this PoC? Will it progress to a later version of Aries? What are the future plans for implementation?
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